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Extending from my recent solo presentation titled “Migratory
Objects” at Volta New York early this year, this exhibition in Kuala
Lumpur, which shares the same title, is treated like an immersive
installation, which includes a bigger number of painted shapes in
groupings or “flocks”. The painted shapes on boards is resulted
from my interest in building the language of object-based
paintings in the context of Malaysian art history. While most of
them will be wall-mounted, similar to the ones exhibited in New
York, a small number of them will be affixed onto freestanding
fabricated metal structures, turning the shapes and their metal
supports into almost human-sized anthropomorphic forms, with
the shapes becoming stand-in for faces. When installed, the
works will also refer the presentation strategies of ethnographic
museums. Moreover, a wall of the exhibition space will be
adorned with wallpaper illustrating a lush green landscape with a
waterfall. The image was taken at the KL Bird Park in Lake Gardens,
a popular tourist spot in the capital, and serve as “simulacrum” of
natural paradise. Visually the image reverberates with commercial

tourism posters commonly utilized and disseminated to
promote the country.
The idea for this exhibition was actually sparked by an event
experienced in London when I was an art student. One day
when I was in central London, a typical red double-decker bus
that was covered on both sides by large stickers crossed my
path, it displayed a scene of a troop of proboscis monkeys in
an evergreen tropical jungle. The monkeys appear carefree
among lush tropical vegetation. The image turned out to be
part of a campaign directed by Tourism Malaysia in 2013 – 2014
that utilized images of Malaysia’s natural beauty such as tropical
coral reefs and jungle scenes populated by indigenous fauna
as an attempt to promote the natural beauty of Malaysia and to
boost ecotourism. What was fascinating when I saw the image
on the bus was that it reminded me of home, but a home that
is simultaneously foreign. Furthermore, as the image on the
bus glides through the city and disappears out of sight, it felt
almost like a fleeting dream, somewhat unreal, hyperbolized
by the perfection of it and how orchestrated the placement
of the protagonists were. The Western “tourist gaze” and the
expected representation of Malaysia, as a lush green paradise
filled with exotic creatures has become a “simulacrum”.
Migratory Objects’ original idea developed from my curiosity
in ethnographic objects, cultural debris and by-product of
the commercial aspect of tourism from images (posters,
postcards) to crafted objects (souvenirs) and how these items
get consumed and disseminated. As a novice collector of
aboriginal masks, there was a time when I was browsing these
masks on online platforms such as Etsy and eBay and noticed
that these objects were being advertised for sale from different
locations around the world such as New York and London.
Amazed at their abundance and the displacement they have

experienced
from
the original locations
in which they were
made, I suspected that
this abundance hints
to inauthenticity, in
which I found out later
that not all the masks
offered were “originals”. Double-decker bus with Tourim Malaysia poster. Image obtained
Authenticity in this case online from (https://www.flickr.com/photos/b777-200_gymmh/sets/72157683938492191/page15) taken by Go-Ahead
refers to whether they Group (London)
are objects created
to be used as props or tools in specific tribal rituals or rites of
passages or whether they were created solely for decoration for
the tourist trade. This dissemination of commercialized cultural
objects through the system of the artifact trade and tourism to
me allude to the natural process of the propagation of seeds by
animals or whether as well as the seasonal migration of birds.
The flattened surfaces of my reinterpreted painted works with
their neon colors and smooth tonal gradients are inspired by the
designs of Dayak and Iban masks while aesthetically imply to the
pixilation of indigenous design and patterns as they are imagined
to go through the process of being uploaded onto online servers
and traveling through cyberspace. This fictional movement of socalled cultural objects whether physically or through cyberspace
also echoes the movement of people traversing geographical
and through political barriers and highlights the basic human
need for mobility and the constant search for a better life.
This series also includes a grouping of “combined” sculptures
titled Migratory Objects (2017-) that consists of table-top works
composed of found and store-bought touristic wooden objects/
sculptures that were purchased from tourist spots such as the
Central Market in Kuala Lumpur and Ngurah Rai International
Airport in Bali among other places. The wooden figurative
kitsch sculptures, originally sculpted by local craftsmen into
simple figurative forms such as elephants, birds and Balinese
women and are considered as “representative” objects, which
are objects created by human meditation and interpretation.
These purchased ready-mades are then conjoined, painted,
sanded and simplified into irregular silhouettes that resemble

modern Western sculptures such as a Hans Arp (1886 – 1966) or
Constantin Brancusi (1876 – 1957). The sanded surface is meant
to make them appear like pseudo artifacts while implying to the
passing of time.
The
painted-objects
or
“transformed”
masks
and
the
combined
wooden
sculptures suggests the idea of
transformation and transmutation
of cultural debris through
displacement,
movement,
digitalization and combination.
Wallpaper sticker, waterfall scene taken from the This
imagined migration of
KL Bird Park, in Lake Gardens, Kuala Lumpur.
the objects is not political or
Photographed by Eiffel Chong.
environmental but is caused
by economic motives. My observation at how minute parts
of a country’s culture and natural beauty, are translated into
consumable and commoditized items, whether objects or images
and are finally “consumed” by outside interests. This image is also
played up and exaggerated by institutions in an attempt to market
the country as a alluring “paradise”. Modern anthropologist always
considers the souvenir or tourist object as inauthentic, because
it is made as an object for cultural consumption and is seen as
operating within the Western economic exchange system. This
perspective points to the framing of the image of the proboscis
troop initially discussed that were framed within the Western’s
audience’s gaze and that aesthetic and formal principles are
compromised by the desire for profit.
This exhibition in Kuala Lumpur is meant to contextualize my
work within the Malaysian context, framed through the lenses
of the tourism industry and object trade in which “parts” of the
country is put forth in the format of alluring images and decorative
objects to be consumed by foreigners. Their displacement and
movement will result in both formal and symbolic mutations to
occur.
Haffendi Anuar
2017, Kuala Lumpur

attempts unfolded in various eras of expansionism, an Age of
Exploration that led to colonisation and mercantilism, a time
of industrialisation that would present indelible changes to
our landscape, and last but surely not least, our current epoch
of globalisation that has seen our world morph into its present
state as an economically, politically and culturally interwoven
data-heavy entity.

THE MASKS AND
MYTHS OF MIGRATION
AND MOVEMENT
ANDREA FAM

Movement and Migration
With an area as vast and uncontainable as the sky, it perhaps
comes as no surprise that the longest uninhibited migrations occur
via air. Birds make some of the longest uninterrupted journeys;
with Arctic Terns as the leaders in terms of distance covered.
They travel from their Arctic breeding grounds to the Antarctic,
and back again, each year. The shortest distance between these
regions is a remarkable 19,000km.
The migratory journey is a necessary occurrence that ensures
the survival of birds, fish, mammals, insects, and reptiles. It is
a primal drive that launches these animals on their often long,
treacherous, and arduous journeys in efforts to find food,
more hospitable climates, and places to breed. Humans were
not exempt from this condition; early humans were known to
have migrated due to factors such as changing climates and
landscapes and an inadequacy of food – determinates that keep
animals on their migratory paths today.1 But humans, unlike
their animal counterparts, would evolve and take to land and
sea in attempts to exercise a right for power and control. These
1

Christopher Joyce, “ What Drove Early Man Across Globe?” Climate Change. NPR. 17 September
2012. Accessed 10 September 2017, http://www.npr.org/2012/09/17/161278993/what-droveearly-man-across-globe-climate-change

Haffendi Anuar’s ‘Migratory Objects’ triggers this weight of
knowledge on our past which is carried around through the
exhibition space. ‘Migratory Objects’ is a series of masks named
after birds such as the ‘Whooping Crane’, ‘Loon’, ‘Sandpiper’,
and ‘Indigo Bunting’, amongst several others which line the
gallery walls, sometimes in single file, other times in flocks.
Occasionally, one will encounter these brilliantly coloured and
geometrically lined masks affixed onto free-standing metal
structures, concerning them with the semblance of masked
warriors. At other times, totemic sculptures will arouse one’s
interest, as their irregular yet curiously familiar forms stand as
sacred symbols. Stretching across a wall in the gallery is an
image of an overgrown park whose waterfall scene, complete
with an arcing bamboo canopy, draws one’s gaze in.
‘Migratory Objects’, Anuar’s second solo show with Richard Koh
Fine Art Gallery, is an ode to our time – a time of movement.2
We are all in some shape or form active components and
participants of the global economy – where knowledge and
experiences are exchanged against a backdrop of class
struggles, labour processes, technological innovations, and the
restructuring and reorganising of capital.3 It is to be expected
then that cultures from around the world would be carried and
transmitted with the humans and animals that move between
spaces. Traces of cultures that brush alongside, and slip and
2

3

We are a generation emigrating, immigrating, and migrating at rates never seen before. As
of January 2016, the United Nations reported 244 million migrants living abroad worldwide,
whilst the United Nations World Tourism Organisation reported 369 million international
tourists (overnight visitors) in the first four months of this year.
“Number of international migrants reached 244 million in 2015” United Nations. 12
January 2016. Accessed 10 September 2017, http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/
blog/2016/01/244-million-international-migrants-living-abroad-worldwide-new-un-statisticsreveal/
“Strong tourism results in the first part of 2017 | World Tourism Organization UNWTO” World
Tourism Organization. 14 July 2017. First accessed on 10 September 2017. http://media.
unwto.org/press-release/2017-07-14/strong-tourism-results-first-part-2017
Nicolas Pologeorgis, “How Globalization Affects Developed Countries” Investopedia.
6 March 2017. Accessed 10 September 2017. http://www.investopedia.com/articles/
economics/10/globalization-developed-countries.asp

collide into each other in attempts at adapting to and cohabiting
in new habitats can be seen all around us. And it is this global
phenomenon of cultural migration and transmutation that are
synthesised in Anuar’s ‘Migratory Objects’.
Masks and Myths
The kernel of an idea for this exhibition was planted when Anuar
encountered a ‘Tourism Malaysia’ poster plastered across one
of London’s ubiquitous double-decker red buses. Rolling along
London’s busy roads were a troop of proboscis monkeys captured
in what is presumably their natural environment – a rainforest in
Borneo. The accompanying tag read: “Visit Malaysia. Meet our
unique proboscis monkeys.” Hovering to the right of the image,
in the dense area of the rainforest, above the bus driver’s window,
was the logo created for the ‘Visit Malaysia 2014’ campaign – a
septennial event that in 2014 brought in more than 28 million
visitors to the country.4 “What was fascinating when I saw the
image on the bus was that it reminded me of home, but a home
[that was] simultaneously foreign,” recounted Anuar.5
The booming tourism trade, aside from boosting the economy
of the country visited, has no doubt buttressed a profitable
souvenir industry, adding fuel to an already entranced
consumerist movement.678 Notions of mass production and mass
consumption, authenticity and inauthenticity are enfolded within
discussions about the tourist souvenir – of whose standardisations,
ideological position, and designations are themselves social
constructs (authenticity and inauthenticity being socially
constructed concepts that depend on individual perception).9
‘Migratory Objects’ unfolds as a mirror unto this proliferation of
abundance; the spectacular presentation of production on view
4
5
6

is exemplified in the sheer quantity of both the number of flocks
of masks and the number of masks in each flock.
Migratory Objects
Speculations about ‘disseminated and commercialised cultural
objects through systems of trade and tourism’ directed Anuar ‘to
the natural process of propagation of seeds by animals.’10 Indeed,
tourism marketing – with its activation of images of alluring
landscapes and memorable copy – and souvenir production are
a brand of propaganda. Information, ideas, and suggestions on
what could be, are disseminated through visiting travellers who
return home with gifts or collectors who purchase these items in
antique shops or online and whom thus circumvent the tourism
experience altogether.
Anuar, self-described as a novice collector of aboriginal masks,
found himself tracing the masks found on online platforms such
as Etsy and eBay to cities such as New York and London – locations
far from where he assumed them to be originally made. He would
later discover that not all masks listed were ‘originals’ suggesting
not just that they were inauthentic (that is to say they were not
produced for their intention as tools in tribal rituals) but that their
authenticity (in that they were produced with the sole purpose
as wall decorations) were geographically displaced (where the
masks were likely produced in China for example). This currency
of cultural appropriation and misappropriation is considered in
the works in Anuar’s solo show. The masks of ‘Migratory Objects’
take as their point of departure the design compositions of
Dayak and Iban masks. Features such as beaks, ears, fangs, and
semi-spherical bulging beaded eyes are are reinterpreted as
flattened and pixelated painted surfaces. Together with the kitsch
7

“Visit Malaysia Year”, Tourism Malaysia. First accessed 10 September 2017. http://www.tourism.
gov.my/campaigns/view/visit-malaysia-year
As explained by the artist in an introduction to ‘Migratory Objects’.
“Travel & Tourism generated US$7.6 trillion (10.2% of global GDP) and 292 million jobs in 2016,
equivalent to 1 in 10 jobs in the global economy. The sector accounted for 6.6% of total global
exports and almost 30% of total global service exports.”
No figures were actually listed to indicate the souvenir industry revenue but it is safe to deduce
that some of the trillion, (of which even a fraction is significant) would be from the tourism trinket
trade.
“Travel and Tourism - Economic Impact 2017 World”, Would Travel and Tourism Council. Page 3.
First accessed on 10 September 2017.
https://www.wttc.org/-/media/files/reports/economic-impact-research/regions-2017/world2017.
pdf
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Pavlos Paraskevaidis, Konstantinos Andriotis, “Values of souvenirs as commodities” Tourism
Management, Vol 48, June 2015, pages 1-10. First accessed 12 September 2017. http://www.
sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0261517714002143
In 1955, economist Victor Lebow stated: “Our enormously productive economy demands that
we make consumption our way of life, that we convert the buying and use of goods into rituals,
that we seek our spiritual satisfaction and our ego satisfaction in consumption. We need things
consumed, burned up, worn out, replaced and discarded at an ever-increasing rate.” Victor
Lebow. “Journal of Retailing”, Spring 1955. https://hundredgoals.files.wordpress.com/2009/05/
journal-of-retailing.pdf
Pavlos Paraskevaidis, Konstantinos Andriotis, “Values of souvenirs as commodities” Tourism
Management, Vol 48, June 2015, pages 1-10. First accessed 12 September 2017. http://www.
sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0261517714002143
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As explained by the artist in an introduction to ‘Migratory Objects’.

appearances of store-bought souvenirs (that were first acquired
from the airports of KL and Bali amongst others and of whose
authenticity is no doubt geographically displaced) which Anuar
conjoins together to fashion new artifacts, ‘Migrant Objects’
renders the transmogrified artworks a new tradable currency.
...
I recently spotted a selection of what appeared to be Thai
traditionally embroidered key pouches in the gift shop of
a Japanese museum. Given my basic understanding of the
Indochinese Peninsular, I knew these pouches to most likely have
been made by Isan people who, though Thai nationals, consider
themselves ethnically Lao, having originally hailed from one of

20 Isan provinces that were formerly a part of the state of Laos.
Their presence in this gift shop in Japan, whilst not wholly bizarre
given an exhibition on Southeast Asian contemporary art was
on show, was all the same, an unusual sight to consider. My own
feelings when I noticed these migrated Thai-Lao key pouches –
stirred by the changing geopolitical construct of Southeast Asia –
had somehow made me, a Singaporean, feel a pang of nostalgia
– a feeling that resonates with Anuar’s sentiments towards the
‘Tourism Malaysia’ campaign rolling through London town.
Andrea Fam is an Assistant Curator with the Singapore Art Museum where she oversees the Cambodia,
Laos, and Vietnam collections. She holds a BA (Honours) degree in Criticism, Communication, and
Curation in Art and Design from Central Saint Martins, London. Since starting at SAM, she has cocurated the Singapore Biennale 2016 – An Atlas of Mirrors, was the lead curator on A New Horizon,
and the co-curator on the exhibitions, Imaginarium: Over the Ocean, Under the Sea and Odyssey:
Navigating Nameless Seas.

WORKS

SWALLOW
2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
60 x 60 x 3 cm

HUMMINGBIRD

STORK

2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
60 x 40 x 3 cm

2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
60 x 40 x 3 cm

GROUSE
2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
60 x 40 x 3 cm (3 pieces)

KING EIDER
2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
60 x 40 x 3 cm (4 pieces)

TEAL
2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
60 x 45 x 3 cm (2 pieces)

BARROW’S GOLDENEYE
2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
40 x 60 x 3 cm each (2 pieces)

CEDAR WAXWING
2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
70 x 50 x 3 cm each (4 pieces)

NEW WORLD WARBLER
2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
60 x 40 x 3 cm each (5 pieces)

SANDPIPER
2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
60 x 40 x 3 cm each (5 pieces)

INDIGO BUNTING
2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
70 x 50 x 3 cm each (6 pieces)

LOON
2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
70 x 50 x 3 cm each (6 pieces)

BAR-TAILED GODWIT
2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
60 x 45 x 3 cm each (6 pieces)

WHOOPING CRANE
2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
70 x 50 x 3 cm each (6 pieces)

COMMON STARLING
2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
70 x 50 x 3 cm each (12 pieces)

PASSERINE
2017
Oil and enamel on board with vanish
70 x 50 x 3 cm each (12 pieces)

MIGRATORY OBJECTS I
2016
Emulsion paint and wood
29 x 21.5 x 19 cm

MIGRATORY OBJECTS II

MIGRATORY OBJECTS III

2016
Emulsion paint and wood
73 x 20 x 10 cm

2016
Emulsion paint and wood
97 x 52 x 39 cm

MIGRATORY OBJECTS IV
2016
Emulsion paint and wood
55 x 33 x 14 cm

MIGRATORY OBJECTS V
2016
Emulsion paint and wood
140.5 x 48.5 x 26 cm
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of art, digital technology, nature and
local contexts, he creates object-based
works that recycle found images,
objects and artistic styles from digital
and local sources.
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Richard Koh Fine Art has been in operation since 2005
and is regarded as a pioneer for introducing Southeast Asian
contemporary art to Malaysia and the region. Promoting
an adventurous roster of emerging and established artists, the
gallery regularly mounts exhibitions locally and abroad with a
commitment to emerging practices and challenging media.
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